
Grade
Course

S2
ICA Subject English

Literature
③

Actively seeks to 
supplement language 
with additional terms

Can discuss the topic, 
understand other people’
s opinions and logically 

state opinion

Can engage in complex and 
critical thinking on an 

international scale and can 
make students own innovative 

contribution.
Class Hours 4

②

Understands the 
appropriate usage of the 
aquired language and 
figurative techniques

Can state ideas logically 
with the learned 

expressions. Can 
understand other’s 

opinions.

Can form his/her new 
identity by exploring new 

approaches in an 
international context

Competencies

① Communication Students will be pressed to extend their ability to communicate their thoughts 
and emotions through the use of academic and creative writing

①
Acquired the language

and figurative techniques

Acquired the needed 
expressions and 

knowledge for logical 
thinking on the topic.

Has gained a better 
international 

understanding of the 
world.

② Investigation Students will investigate the narrative works, the unspoken backgrounds to 
those works, and their connections to society.

③ Creativity Students will creativly engage with narratives and express themselves 
through several mediums. Ⓐ Recognition Ⓑ Logical Thinking Ⓒ Creative Thinking

Term Month Unit Unit Goals Activities

1

4

Hip Logic

The Great Gatsby

Creative writing - Create a free verse poem - Express your identity 
through Free Verse Poetry

Creative Speaking with Media - Interpret a Scene and Express 
Character through Video

Interpretation and Analysis - Academic Writing - Analyze and 
Compare the Morality of Characters

Analyze poetry in terms of figurative language.
Create poetry using figurative language

Analyze character in terms of motivation and morality
Compare characters in terms of moral motivation

Interpret character in media
Formulate character analysis in an acadmic essay

5

6

7

2

9

The Handmaid's Tale

A Streetcar Named Desire

Narrative Creative Speaking - Analyze and Interpret Gender Roles in 
society using the narrative 

Discuss gender roles and sexism
Creative Writing - Create a new ending that maintains narrative 

consistency

Comparitive analysis of the book and the film
Analyze and Diagram the internal logic of the narrative

Creatively interpret and modify narrative

10

11

12

3

1

Of Mice and Men
Analzye and interpret the themes of the American Dream and Ablism 

in the narrative
Academic Writing - Create a university admissions essay

Understand the parts of academic writing
Apply academic writing to univiersity application
Appraise acadmeic writing in terms of structure2

3


